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Unleash your Inner Ape and WIN
tickets for you and your mates to

Go Ape!
Just answer this easy, chimpanzeeze
question.

Q

Which Go Ape course was the first to open in 2002?

And soon you’ll be taking to the trees and experiencing
an exhilarating course of rope bridges, Tarzan swings
and zipwires up to 40 feet above the forest floor at the
High Lodge Forest Centre, Thetford Forest.
To enter go to www.ip1zine.com/competition
Competition closes 15th January 2009
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cheese gets better with age. It matures, as
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That’s right, cheesy music! Tunes with a
distinct Comedy Value that compel us to
ShowOff on the dancefloor. That some say
‘Aye’ to, while others scream ‘Nay!’ That
warm the heart of The Boomerang Kid on
a night out in her home town, or render
her desperate to leave it for good.
Enjoy your guilty pleasure this Christmas,
and don’t be ashamed, we’ve all got one.
Just ask Vanilla Kick.
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Vanilla (Kick) Serve
We spend many an hour on Nick’s Nintendo Wii honing our
tennis skills from the comfort of his living room. Our average

“After all, who
needs fresh air
and real exercise
when you’ve got
Mario Tennis?”

MY

actual practising, and then a solid couple of hours of intense
racquet action! What is slightly worrying is that often our
energetic gaming results in us not physically being able to play
our instruments due to the repetitive strain injuries sustained.
However, our balanced diet of Tracker bars, roast chicken
flavour crisps and whatever else Cal and Harry can find in
Nick’s kitchen cupboards, ensures that we can maintain our
high athletic standards. After all, who needs fresh air and real
exercise when you’ve got Mario Tennis? VK

e
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band practise generally consists of 10 to 15 minutes worth of

Sticky fingers
I can trace my guilty pleasure back to primary school. Year
Four art class, to be precise, and the jumbo bottles of PVA glue

“The smooth
denseness of
peanut butter,
the stickiness of
Marmite, the cool
creaminess of
mayonnaise”

beloved of all nine-year-olds. One day our teacher, fed up of
cleaning stuck-together brushes, told us to use our fingers
instead. Glorious shining goo and licence to touch it! A lifelong
habit was born. Disgusting (to some), unhygienic (definitely)
and plain childish as it may be, I love eating things straight out
of the jar. Using a spoon or doing something as sensible as a
smearing it over piece of toast, would ruin my guilty
pleasure. The smooth denseness of peanut butter, the
stickiness of Marmite, the cool creaminess of mayonnaise…
I could go on, even to the joys of horseradish, but I wouldn’t
want to put too many people off their cappuccino – which, of
course, I always eat the foam of with my fingers. FR

Crime is a disease. Meet the cure.

Batty as hell
And so the nights draw in and more and more frequently

To qualify as an 80s Man-Flick, a film must feature a

this wicked, cruel world just doesn’t come up with the goods

ludicrously high-concept story, one-dimensional muscle-

anymore. The colder and darker it gets the less I like England;

bound characters, explosions, outrageously gay undertones,

it’s bad for the skin and temper. My thoughts turn from reality

preposterous plot turns, more explosions, atrocious dialogue,

to escapism, the latter capturing hold of me like a fever. I must

and a rock soundtrack that is essentially power chord

get out the only way I know how…First, milk with sugar, made

masturbation. They are not – and never will be – ‘good’

hot; a comforting draught to ease me in. Second, a
sleeping bag; the only place one is truly safe. Then last, and
most importantly, Meat Loaf: Bat Out of Hell I, II and III; backto-back fantasy rock opera for three undisturbed, exquisite
hours! Frilly cravats, silver-black phantom bikes, it’s a real
dead ringer for my guilty pleasure… and afterwards? Bonnie
Tyler of course. JK

movies. But they provide cheap thrills, easy answers and a
cathartic outlet for all the pent-up aggression stored up from
being made to sit through the Sex and the City movie. I love
‘proper’ films too, of course. But can Spielberg, Coppola or
Scorsese give me Patrick Swayze as a martial arts expert with
a philosophy degree in Road House? Do they provide the sight
of Schwarzenegger gunning down literally hundreds of
generic Hispanic bad guys in Commando? Or Stallone

Guilty choice
It was only after two hours of brochure browsing and four
hours of staring at a computer screen that I realised my love
affair with First Choice would have to end. It would mean
resisting the seductions of last-minute deals, slashed prices
and enticing destinations that prove almost impossible to
resist, but I knew I should overcome this obsession and zip up
my luggage trolley for good. The trouble is that for me booking
a holiday is an addictive process, much on the same level as
alcohol, shopping or drugs. We all crave our fix, but while the
void is filled for some by a simple cigarette, I need the more
expensive option of seven nights sun, sea, and sangrias in the
Canaries. My mother believes the only trip I should be taking
is one-way into the ‘real world’, which apparently does not
involve sipping a Sex on the Beach or wearing a sombrero.
And I will. Soon. But right now Thomas Cook has a four-star in
Turkey on offer and my name is already printed on the
boarding pass… JC

punching the air on top of a mountain in a training montage
during the middle of a guitar solo in Rocky IV? No. They do not.
AT

“A sleeping bag;
the only place one
is truly safe”

“The only trip I
should be taking is
one-way into the
‘real world’”

Design and Photography: Lozz Berry
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vanilla kick

Vanilla Kick is a name that may not have appeared on your iPod yet
but that day may not be far away. Harry (drums) and Cal (vocals,
guitar, keyboards) met in 2002 at high school and have been playing
together ever since. Nick (bass, backing vocals, keyboards) joined in
2007, completing the current line up. They have a maturity to their
music that belies their young years (all three are still doing their Alevels) and a sound that soars well above the average, although it is
sometimes hard to pin down. There are moments of ethereal bliss
on the track This Is, as slow and delicate guitar mixes with haunting
vocal to produce something approaching Jeniferever or early Bloc
Party before they decided that filling their songs with synths and
drum machines would be a good idea (it wasn’t). Vanilla Kick aren’t
one trick ponies, though. Happy, the other stand out track from those
currently recorded, breaks midway into a full pelt assault of spikey
guitar and forceful vocal. They are a band who in a short space of
time have played a lot with their sound and you get the feeling there
is much more to come. Chris Plowman caught up with the guys to
find out where they feel they are headed.
Q. So, what are your ambitions? Do you view this as just a hobby
or are you looking for the fame, fortune and Wembley Stadium
shows?
A. Ultimately our main aim is simply to enjoy playing together as a
band because that’s the most important thing. So, as long as this is
the case then we’ll always be happy doing it. At the same time we
all take it seriously and we want to give ourselves the best possible
chance of making a career out of our music. To earn a living doing
6

something we all love would be amazing and we’ve got some great
people helping us to try and achieve that, so time will tell. All three
of us are still doing A-levels so there’s no way that we can solely
dedicate our time to playing music; all we can do is keep writing,
recording and performing our songs and hope that they’re enjoyed.
Q. You cite your influences as Royksopp, I Was A Cub Scout,
Patrick Watson and Justin Timberlake, amongst others. A pretty
varied bunch. Has Mr. Timberlake had a big influence or are you
striking out against musical elitism?
A. Well there’s no denying that Justin Timberlake is a genius and
there is certainly elements of what he does that influence our sound,
but really the point is that we draw on a huge spectrum of music
when it comes to creating our own. We find the most common
comparisons are with bands like Radiohead and Muse and it is true
to say that they are pretty influential. But the fact is that each of us
listens to a huge variety of bands and artists so when it comes to
songwriting it could be someone like Justin Timberlake or Royksopp
that inspires a particular song or idea, just as much as it could be
one of the more obvious influences.
Q. You’ve been picked up by BBC Introducing, and I personally
heard you on the Huw Stephens show. Have either of these things
changed your profile, and do you think it’s becoming impossible
for small bands to get noticed now that everyone has a guitar and
a Myspace account?

A. There are definitely more bands floating about now than there has
been in the past and it’s always going to be difficult for a band to get
noticed by the big people, but the likes of BBC Introducing and Myspace
are making it much easier. There’s far more emphasis being put on the
discovery of new young bands, especially by Radio 1, which is really
exciting. It gives bands like us the chance, if nothing else, to get our
music heard by a wider audience than would otherwise be possible.
We’ve benefited hugely from the publicity by the BBC Introducing
programs in Suffolk and Norfolk, as have hundreds of other bands,
which is really encouraging. It’s an exciting time to be trying to break
into the music industry.
Q. You played the BBC Introducing Gig with Rosalita, Cheeky Cheeky
and the Nosebleeds and James Severy at the Circus-Circus. Do you
think that there is finally a scene with some identity forming in
Suffolk/East Anglia?
A. There is a definite improvement in terms of the scene in Ipswich and
Suffolk in general. Despite the fact that we’re originally a Suffolk band
we’ve played the majority of our gigs in and around Norwich because
it’s so much more vibrant and active in terms of local music. But the BBC
Suffolk Introducing gig goes to show just how much Suffolk has come
on, including the venue. The St. Nicholas Centre is a venue such like has
not been seen in the area before, with the intention of creating a rival to
the Norwich Arts Centre. It’s brilliant for young bands and it has had the
effect of encouraging a wider variety of genres of music to bloom.

Q. Live shows are as important as ever. What can people expect
from a Vanilla Kick show?
A. What we like to do is impress our audience by making a huge sound
with only three people. You may not necessarily find a great deal of
dancing at one of our gigs but hopefully the atmosphere that we create
and the sounds that we make, whether they be pretty or not so, will
have some sort of effect on the audience.
Q. What’s next you for?
A. We’ve just finished a double A-side single entitled This Is/Crowded
Room, which is available now. We’re very proud of it and excited about
people hearing it. In Spring next year we’re planning on releasing
another single, so we’ll be in the studio again to record a couple of new
tracks for that in December. Then we’ve got some more gigs planned
for the New Year, including confirmed dates at Norwich Arts Centre on
February 20, The Swan in Ipswich on February 26, and others in the
pipeline. There’s lots of fun things happening in the near future.
www.myspace.com/vanillakick
www.ip1zine.com/showoff/profile/137

Design: Chris Plowman Photography: Jen O’Neil
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In the blue corner, representing politically-motivated young people, the
undisputed champion of youth action and involvement, Sarah Harrison…

A lot of us argue that if we could, we would change something in our society. Whether it’s
animal rights, the smoking ban or the legal driving age - it all comes down to politics.
As a politics student I believe that politics should be of importance to everyone as it affects
us all even if we don’t realise it. Politics is in your everyday life; It influences where you can
go, what you can do and what you can say. Your political rights and freedoms are
paramount, just look at other countries that don’t have them. You might think your vote
doesn’t count, you might think the system is unfair, but if you don’t vote you can’t help make
a difference.
We can all make an effort to get our views across through writing letters to our local MP,
writing to a newspaper or signing petitions in the street or online. This may lead to other
people taking an interest and spreading a cause or concern to a much wider audience. At
the very least it will focus your attention towards government and you will learn their beliefs
and policies on a subject.
It is only right that we understand the fundamentals of politics and how our country is run.
Then we can decide whether or not we agree with government or want to see a change.
This will lead to a lot less votes being wasted, as more people who want to vote will
understand what they’re voting for, and not just vote for the sake of it. My politics
classmate agrees, “I think students should first learn about politics during lessons such
as PSHE because often a lot of people don’t know what they’re voting for. By learning the
basics they will then have more of an understanding when the time comes to vote.”
The majority of MPs at present are middle-aged, middle-class white men. This
hardly represents us as a multicultural nation. We are living in a democratic
nation and we are the future generation of voters, so it can be up to us to make
the change and make the Houses of Parliament more representative. That’s why
it‘s important to make your vote count. If you don’t vote, you don’t have a voice
and you can’t be critical.
A good stepping-stone to get more young people involved with politics is a student
council. With plenty of encouragement and support these can become very effective, and
make for a promising outlook when there are young people who want to get involved in
making a change. Although it may only be in the context of their educational
environment, it sends a message to young people that making a change is not out of their
reach, and that if they care to voice them, their opinions will be heard. It also gets the rest
of the students involved in listening to what each candidate has to offer before carefully
deciding on how to use their vote.
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And in the red corner, from somewhere else in Suffolk, scoffer of First-PastThe-Post politics, zero bouts, zero defeats, zero victories, Sophie Stokes…

Excuse me for being cynical, but our democracy isn’t completely democratic. The UK
electoral system is based on the First-Past-The-Post system – the winning party takes all in
each of the voting constituencies in the UK. This system is unfair because it gives an
advantage to existing majority parties: you don’t bother voting for a minority party because
you know they won’t get in, so you end up voting for one of the big two instead.
Then there’s the fact that our current leader wasn’t elected by the people, but by his party.
Gordon Brown is practically ruling by default. You have to question the democracy of a
country where this can happen. And if a country isn’t truly democratic, you can’t contribute
to politics, so surely it’s a waste of time to try!
It’s true, compared to many other countries, we have got great rights and freedoms, but
what’s the incentive for getting involved in politics if you’re already happy with what you’ve
got? Most young people don’t understand what they’re voting for anyway, which makes
politics something uncomfortable to shy away from. This may be because we’re not
educated in it, but I suspect it’s got more to do with us switching off when someone tries to
explain it.
Only a minority of young people watch the news or any political programs, so few really
know the difference between Labour or Liberal Democrat, therefore votes risk being made
on bad judgement, influenced by biased publications, or parents or friends who think they
know what they’re talking about when they don’t.
A 17-year-old told me, “The people who are in politics are often out of touch with the things
people actually want.” This belief provides all the disincentive young people need for
getting involved with politics, and to an extent, it’s true. There are very few young
people in politics, and in British politics, it takes a large number of people to make
a difference.
As young people, we have even less incentive to get involved than older
generations. Politicians don’t aim policies at us, but at those who have the most
influence in society - generally middle-aged working adults. Why would the
government care what we think when we represent a minority of the country and
embody such a small collective value?
I believe there may also be a fear that young people can be too radical and could push
through a law that might threaten those of older generations, who will one day be
dependant on us. For this reason, trying to get involved with politics when you are below
the age of thirty, and certainly below voting age (like myself) in the belief that you can make
a difference, is naive. Politicians have no motive to listen to us. In fact, they have more
motivation to suppress us so we cannot threaten their positions and livelihoods.
In conclusion, young people are not bothered with politics because they feel it doesn’t relate
to them, and rightly so.
Illustration: Joel Millerchip Design: Emmanuel Ogundiran
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www.amiclear.com

Jake

“It doesn’t hurt
to get tested?”

Abi

mean he has been
sleeping around?”

“If my partner has it does it

© Suffolk PCT 2006 All Rights Reserved.
Designed by SSSG(NHS) 2006

Chlamydia screening and treatment is available free
of charge to all sexually active young people aged
under 25 years old living in Suffolk. The service
is confidential and provided by trained nurses.
The programme is funded by Suffolk PCT as part
of the National Chlamydia Screening Programme.

Primary Care Trust

Suffolk

For more information about STIs visit www.playingsafely.co.uk
or ring for free confidential information and advice on: 0800 567 123

01473 275228

• Ask the clinic receptionist or nurse for a screening pack
• email: suffolkcso@nhs.net
• Contact the Suffolk Chlamydia Screening Office on

How do I find out about screening?

• Chlamydia is one of the most common sexually transmitted infections (STIs)
• You may not know you have Chlamydia as you may not feel
any different or have any symptoms
• About 1 in 10 young people under the age of 25 have chlamydia
• It causes serious long term health problems, even infertility
• It can easily be treated with antibiotics
• You can take part in screening if you are under 25 and have been sexually active

How do you know
you don't have Chlamydia?

amiclear

Suffolk
Chlamydia Screening
Programme
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Befriending and
Mentoring Making a Difference
You might not know it, but right now someone
out there needs something that you have to
offer…

important thing is to be a good listener and
to be willing to offer non-judgemental support and encouragement.

If you are aged 16-25 with skills, knowledge
and experience that could benefit others in
your community, then you are just the kind of
person BeMMaD (Befriending and Mentoring
Making a Difference) is looking for.

Maybe you have an idea for a mentoring
project that BeMMaD don’t already cover.
No problem. They can train and guide you
in creating your own mentoring or befriending project. The opportunities are as diverse
as your community. Their team can help
you benefit anyone or any group you think
needs someone there for them: people at
your school, the elderly, homeless people.
Anybody. They can help you make it happen.

Don’t think your skills, knowledge and experience are relevant? Think again! BeMMaD are
looking for a variety of young people from all
walks of life to help mentor people.
Have you ever been unemployed for a long
period of time? Recently come to live in the
UK? Struggled with coursework and deadlines at school/college? Been through the
criminal justice system? Well, if the answer
to any of these questions is ‘yes’, how helpful would it have been to have someone to
chat with one-on-one to advise, support and
guide you? BeMMaD can give you the chance
to make a difference by helping you to become that person.
Sounds good so far, right? But what skills do
you need to be a good mentor? Well, don’t
worry – you don’t need a degree in psychology! In fact, if you’re enthusiastic, reliable and
positive, then you’re halfway there. The most

If you don’t think mentoring is for you, but
would like to still contribute as a volunteer,
BeMMaD also need young people to lead
on planning, recruitment and publicity.

experience and do something rewarding,
although it’s not all work, work, work! Doing
something positive like mentoring can be a
lot of fun, and you get to meet loads of new
people.
If you are keen to make a difference, then
there is someone out there who needs your
support, knowledge and skills. BeMMaD can
help you find them.
So, if you think mentoring and befriending
could be for you, contact BeMMaD on
01473 408062 or email info@bemmad.co.uk
www.bemmad.co.uk

So, what do you get out of being involved?
Apart from the small matter of enriching
someone’s life, you can get an official qualification from an accredited mentor-training
course as well as recognition from v, the
national youth volunteering charity – good
things to talk about in job interviews or to
include on your CV and UCAS applications.
Getting involved in BeMMaD is also a great
way to learn about yourself, gain valuable
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GET YOUR
DREAM
JOB
with ip1

This is the last in the series of Get Your Dream Job. En route we’ve highlighted local job
opportunities within visual arts, theatre and event management, and now we’re giving you an
eye-opener to becoming a journalist. We hope that you’ve found the feature useful and wish
you the best of luck for your future careers! This issue, Evening Star’s Rebecca Lefort lets us in
on how she got her dream job, and what it’s really like to work as a hack.
“I’ll be honest – I love being a newspaper journalist because I’m
nosey! In what other job could you ask really probing and juicy
questions, meet a wide range of individuals, from politicians
to priests, on a daily basis, and get to know the news before it
breaks? If you’ve got the right attitude then being a journalist
really is the best job in the world.

“Once you’ve done work experience the next step may well be a
journalism course. Make sure it’s industry accredited, or it won’t
count for much. There you’ll learn shorthand (which will impress your
friends), newspaper law (not as boring as it sounds and absolutely
vital so you don’t get sued), local government (okay, this one is pretty
boring, but again really helpful), and how to structure a story.

“Although I’m a news reporter now I ended up in the
profession because of an obsession with football. As a 16-yearold girl I figured I wouldn’t be able to play or manage a top team,
so the next best way to live and breathe football was to report on
it. My passion for the beautiful game died down eventually, but
my belief that journalism offered a way to get involved with the
important things in life didn’t.

“Then hopefully it’s onto your first job, where the real learning actually
begins.

“So I set about getting into the industry the only way possible
(unless you’re amazingly well-connected of course) – work
experience.
“My first tip would be once you’ve decided to go for it to make
sure that you call the paper yourself to ask about work
experience. If you need your parents to make that call (which
happens so often) then how are you going to be able to cope
when we ask you to go out on the streets to talk to people?
“Work experience isn’t just important because you need it to get
a job, it is important to help you decide if it is the job you really
want. Journalism isn’t for everyone. If you’re shy you’ll find it
tough, or if you’re not good at working under pressure. So you
need to find out what it’s like in a newsroom, because I promise
you it’s not a normal nine to five office job.

“Newspapers across the country are experiencing hard times at the
moment, and some are cutting jobs, so it isn’t the easiest time to try
to get your foot in the door. But there are things you can do to stand
out from the crowd. More and more papers are using the internet and
moving images as well as the traditional methods, if you learn how to
shoot and edit a video clip, that will look great on your CV.
“If you jump through all these hurdles successfully you’ve probably
got what it takes to be a good journalist, and you’ll enjoy an amazing
career. Good luck!”
If you have any questions about becoming a journalist or would like
some more information, email: rebecca.lefort@eveningstar.co.uk.
To apply to get work experience at the Evening Star you need to be
at least 18 and studying at degree level. You should write a covering
letter and send it with your CV to Michelle Dorrell, Editor’s PA, Evening
Star, 30 Lower Brook Street, Ipswich IP4 1AN.
www.eveningstar.co.uk
www.nctj.com
www.journalism.co.uk
Design: Emmanuel Ogundiran Illustration: lucy selina-Hall
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African Women's Support Group
KARIBU provides information, advice and help services
to African women and their families living in Ipswich
and Suffolk.
• We meet the specific needs of African women
• We help members feel at home in Ipswich and Suffolk
• We build African women’s self confidence and assertiveness
• We develop partnerships between the different service
providers
• We generate publicity materials that publicise the available
support for African women and their families

Contact: Lara Uzokwe: 01473 289 330 / 07751 660 833
Find us at: 1 Cornhill, Ipswich, IP1 1DD
Opening times: Monday 12-4pm:
Tuesday 12-4pm: Thursday 12-4pm

Everywhere has the potential to be a BMXers dream;
but how often do you see them? In the past few
years, BMXing has been dying out amongst
youngsters around suffolk and the uK. With such
promising talent from the likes of 17-year-old Harry
Main influencing young riders - what’s changed?

This gave the Bury boys and other riders from around the
area a chance to ride with some of the best BMXers in the UK.
All over the area there are events for riders of all ages and
abilities to get involved with. These are the sorts of events that
get riders into big teams, big in the BMX scene and world of
riding.

In the 1950s BMXing took its first run; young American boys
would imitate their MotorX idols on pushbikes. Over the years
this sport has developed from just racing round a dirt track
into a freestyle sport in both street and park environments.
But recently, BMXing has fallen short on getting youngsters to
pick up a bike and ride with friends. BMXers are relaxed and
friendly, so surely it should be easy to go out there and ride.
All the parks round the East are tucked away, so if you don’t
know about them, you wouldn’t even realise they were
there. There are ones at Corby, Saffron Walden, Ipswich and
my local, Bury St Edmunds. The Alley in Corby is an indoor
park, set up as a charity, which regularly hold events such as
all-nighters. Saffron Walden and Ipswich are both concrete
parks. Speaking to some local riders, Joe told me that Saffron
Walden is “a real fun park with good facilities…dries out really
fast, it’s well built and smooth as a babies bum, and the locals
are cool.” Bury has wooden ramps and a small street section.
Markie told me, “It’s not close to anything but the new Asda
being built nearby will help riders stay out longer. It’s a fairly
well known park around the UK for how it rides, which is very
smooth.”

17-year-old Ben Gray is probably the best example of local
talent when it comes to BMXing in the area. For four years
Ben’s been putting in the effort and, as many of us have been
telling him, he’s very good! He refuses to believe this, but
that’s one thing about the sport - it’s all done for fun. He took
the Skate Jam by storm and is said to have grabbed the
attention of some pro-riders who saw him in action; even
getting a mention and interview on Enjoybmx.com. I asked
Ben where his favourite place was, and of course his answer
was “Bury St Edmunds…It’s my local and I just love riding
there!” Ben has been influenced by many riders, pro and
amateur, but none more so than his friends at the skate park
such as “Shozo, Shoji, Adds, Joe and other friends including
Joe Sayer, Will Pattenden and Joji”, as well as famous riders
like Matt Roe, who is a sponsored BMXer and someone many
riders aspire to. Ben hits the ramps most days of the week
and rides with a large close-knit group of guys who are all at
different levels and ages. It took a lot of falling off,
messing tricks up, and just not being able to do things, before
Ben became as good as he is. But that’s part of it. The reward
you get after learning a new trick is incredible.
Over the summer, Bury played host to two events; one being
the Bury Skate Jam. Skaters, bladers and BMXers of all ages
and abilities came to compete in a small competition put on
by Hardcore Hobbies and the local council. One rider who
came out with a lot of notoriety was local boy Ben Gray,
winning the Pro Ramp event (intergalactic No-Handers and
general style for miles). Also, Bury saw the last day of the
Seventies Up In Smoke tour hit the ramps, featuring a team of
pro BMXers.
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One of my favorite things about BMXing is the amazing
photos you can get from it. Pictures of Ben doing
No-Handers and Foot Jams are really something to inspire
anyone to pick up a bike and ride. I asked Ben what his
favourite trick was. He told me, “I could go on for days about
my favourite tricks but probably No-Handers or Table Airs”,
which are fairly impressive moves for an amateur BMXer.
Ben’s main piece of advice for new riders is, “If you fall off,

further four workers; Dom, Jake, Shozo and Jamie. They
have been established almost ten years. When I asked
them how they felt they had helped the BMX scene in the
area, they responded by saying, “We were the scene before
Hardcore Hobbies opened.” So basically they set it up after
knowing there were no places for riders in the area to get
merchandise and other things. They will help anyone. If
you’re just starting out or new to BMXing, get down there
and have a word with them. They’ll get you on the right track
without any problems; not only with bikes but clothing too some trademark Hardcore Hobbies merch can’t be missed.
They collaborated with the council aforementioned to put on
the Bury Skate Jam; just one of the things they do for young
riders to help them get into competitions and enjoy
themselves.

get up and do it again, if not you will be too scared to do
anything in life. And always wear a helmet!”
Hardcore Hobbies has single-handedly ‘mothered’ the BMX
scene in Bury for several years. They have influenced the
riders in Bury and provided them with a specialist shop, and
funded the building of ramps. Hardcore Hobbies is a shop
in St John’s Street in Bury St Edmunds run by Jay with a

BMXing: a sport started in the early 1950s. So let’s keep it
alive! Get out there, get on your bikes, get down a park and
get riding! Dom from Hardcore Hobbies gave possibly the
best answer when asked ‘How can people get involved with
riding?’ “Get down the park and come into the shop and
have a chat!” There’s nothing like hanging out with a group
of lads who are all relaxed, up for a laugh, and there to help
you ride.
so, get on it!
Words: Amy Banham
Photography: Jazmine Howard
Design: Sam Burrows
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FMX or Freestyle Motocross is one of the biggest
phenomena in the history of extreme sports. Since
its first demonstration in America in the 1990s it has
become a global draw and more importantly captured
the imagination of nutters all round the UK. Riders
push negative G-force to the limit; jumping, flipping
and occasionally falling-off modified dirt bikes all in
the pursuit of the ultimate spectator sport. Phil
Bloomfield, founder of riding team East Coast FMX,
is a daredevil from Ipswich hell-bent on getting UK
FMX on the map.

ramps and our portable landing which we use for shows.
What’s an FMX live show like?
At one of our shows…absolute carnage and mayhem! Bikes 40ft
in the air with a rider hanging-off the back, jumping a 60ft gap to a
portable metal landing mounted on the back of a lorry! Guys
doing Backflips on mini-bikes, Stoppies, Burnouts and Wheelies. Then
you get trick trains (riders following each other off the ramp with less
than 10ft between them), all going on with death metal playing at
level 10 over the PA. There’s as much crazy stuff as the promoter lets
us get away with. It’s a pretty intense experience for people who
haven’t seen FMX before.

When did you get into FMX, and how did East Coast start?
I got into bikes aged five and started racing from a young age. FMX
was just getting popular in the States at the same time I was getting
frustrated with all the rules and regulations that came with racing.
A few of my friends were feeling the same way so we saved our
pennies, got some ramp plans off the net and built a ramp and dirt
landing at my friend’s farm. Later I started riding for a team in south
Wales until I met a few guys from south London who had a ramp set
up themselves. I started riding in Croydon between riding events for
the team in Wales. I soon found myself riding with the Croydon boys
more and more until I left the Welsh team and started up East Coast
FMX. We now have the biggest ramp compound in the UK. We have
all the plant machinery and land needed to make the sickest place
you could ever imagine for jumping a dirt bike, as well as six take-off
16

Have you competed recently and if so how did it go?
Competitions in the UK are still getting off the ground. We used to
have a big comp at National Adventure Sports Show but this year it
was just a demo format with only one team riding. It’s a big expense
for a company to try and organize, so most UK riders focus their
booking schedules towards things like side events at a music festival.

on the edge of your seat.
The stunts look pretty dangerous. Do you get a lot of accidents?

movement in reverse…hopefully all before I land.

I know a few riders that take it quite a bit; Ryan Pasch (East Coast)
springs to mind. Luckily accidents don’t happen that frequently but
when they do it normally means a trip to A&E and a few months off
the bike. You tend to lose a lot of dignity having to get your mum to
wipe your arse because you have two broken arms all casted up, if
you get what I mean.

Lastly, is there anything exciting in the pipeline for you and your
team?

How do you attempt a new trick for the first time? You must have
to be pretty sure you’re going to get it right.
It doesn’t really work like that with 99% of tricks. Normally you build a
trick a little bit every time you attempt it. You extend it, making it
bigger until you get it. But you wouldn’t do that with a Backflip. You
can’t really half do a Backflip. That’s the other 1% of tricks. A few of us
have foam pits, which are a little less scary for trying stuff. A foam pit
can still hurt though, especially if you have a 240lb dirt bike coming
down on top of you.

We’re riding at all the JDM Allstars car drifting series in 2009, along
with White Air festival in Brighton next September. We also have a
piece in Dirtbike Rider magazine coming up and I’ll be at The Dirt Bike
Show on the Osiris stand with MT bike. Our website is close to being
finished as we speak, where there are more pictures, videos, links
and most importantly, ramp plans and tips for kids who are looking to
take up the sport.

Take us through a trick from start to finish.
Ok, say I was going to do a Cliffhanger, where it looks like I’m
standing on my handlebars in the air: I’d start by making sure I had
the gap dialed and the speed right so I knew I was going to make
the landing. Once in the air, I’d encounter negative gravity for a few
seconds, which means I can let go of the bike and it should stay with
me. I’d then bring my feet up to my handlebar grips and let go of the
bars; gripping the bike’s suspension forks with the inside of my boots
while stretching my body as straight up as I can, then do that body

If anyone is interested in having us at their event, click on The Show
section of our website and there’s information on how to make that
happen.

www.ecfmx.co.uk
Words: Joel Kurta Photography: Phil Bloomfield Design: Sam Burrows
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OPEN NOW

“I’m a person just like you
But I’ve got better things to do”

(straight Edge, Minor Threat, 1981)

Growing up isn’t exactly a walk in the park. Both parents and children have to face the much-dreaded transition from childhood to

adulthood, bad skin and mood swings included. a common worry for many parents and guardians is that their children will attempt to do
too much, too young. as a grown-up teenager, I share their concerns.
Take a walk in Christchurch Park on a Saturday. If you look closely, you’ll realise that some of those sweet little 13 year-olds rolling around in the
grass with their friends are under the influence of alcohol. What’s shocking is that these kids aren’t even making an effort to hide the fact that
they are drinking, but are openly waving their bottles about, as if to say, ‘Hey, look at me, I’m drunk’. Shouldn’t there be park wardens about
that monitor and question this behaviour? Or, has it come to the point where they are so used to having kids drink there that they are indifferent
to the sight of them? It’s easy to blame reckless celebrities or TV shows like Skins for being a bad influence on young people, but in all honesty,
they don’t have nearly as much influence as some people might think. The truth of the matter is that the main factor in all this is boredom.
Almost 90% of the kids I asked about this said they drank either occasionally or regularly, and almost all of that number said it was because
they had nothing to do.
Instead of complaining about how degenerate our youth is becoming, shouldn’t the powers that be put their efforts into creating regular
activities for teenagers to stop them drinking in the first place? It’s all well and good having indie nights at the Corn Exchange every month, but
that excludes most people that have different music
tastes and leaves nothing else to do the rest of the
month. But this town isn’t just filled with teens that love
the idea of a wasted Friday night. There are many
teenagers who see that this is becoming a problem
and are willing to take a stand. One girl I spoke to told
me, “I believe underage drinking is a big problem, and
it’s a shame to see kids as young as 12 and 13 sitting
in parks drinking cheap cider that irresponsible 18year-olds have bought for them. There is more to life
than just drinking day in and day out.”
The term ‘straight edge’, usually abbreviated to ‘sXe’,
is the lifestyle one takes on when refraining from
smoking, using drugs and drinking alcohol. Although
this movement started during the punk era, a lot of
young people adopt this lifestyle today. They believe
that their body is something that should be looked
after, rather than intoxicated. Although this may seem
a bit extreme for some people, I think that kids can
learn from this way of thinking.
Britain has one of the highest numbers of underage
drinkers in the world, and each year more than
800,000 people are admitted to hospitals with alcohol
related injuries. What we’re facing is more than just a
minor threat.
Illustration: Fran Marchesi Design: Mark Nicholas
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COMEDY
VALUE
Jokers Comedy Club takes place the
first Sunday of every month at the
Manor Ballroom in Ipswich.
Tickets cost £8-12.
For more details go to
www.jokerscomedyclub.co.uk
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“We don’t seek to offend here. But sometimes we do.” I’m
standing outside Ipswich’s Manor Ballroom with Martin Pike, the
affable, straight talking co-founder of Jokers Comedy Club, a
monthly stand-up night quietly enjoying considerable success.
I’ve come along to meet Martin on one of Jokers’ nights in
search of enlightenment and hopefully laughter.
We’re outside because Martin doesn’t have the keys. We chat for a
moment before a man wearing a tight pink t-shirt and sporting a
curiously cultivated bleach-blonde haircut cycles into the car park.
This is Darren Cooke, the other co-founder of Jokers. He doesn’t
have the keys either. Eventually somebody somewhere does
produce keys and finally we’re in.
As we walk into the Ballroom’s dimly-lit underbelly, my first
impressions are that the venue looks perfect for stand-up, housing
a bar, small stage and just enough space for a cosy capacity of
200. Martin agrees. “It’s what you expect from a comedy club:
low ceilings and a few broken lights.” But isn’t it a bit of a random
location? The guys tell me the Corn Exchange originally wanted the
Comedy Club when the event was in its conceptual stage, but they
weren’t convinced. “It’s too cavernous. It loses something,” Martin
says. “Hopefully you’ll see this is about the right size.” He sounds
like a man who has looked at a lot of venues.
Darren and Martin, both in their thirties, set up Jokers just over 18
months ago following many comedy-related chats together when
they repeatedly bumped into each other on the same commuter
train back from London. They felt Ipswich needed a good stand-up
night, and endeavoured to be the ones to make it happen. “This is
the same set up, the same comedians, as you’d get at a comedy
store in Birmingham or Manchester,” assures Martin.
This evening the guys are running behind so I lend a hand lighting
table candles while Martin sets about the stage presentation,
which basically involves hanging a couple of black drapes and
a lone fairy light wire. I put it to them that the only way anyone
would know Jokers existed was by Googling ‘local’, ‘comedy’ and
‘Ipswich’ and coming across Jokers’ website. Darren laughs and
says, “I’m glad we come up!” I explain I’m surprised that they don’t
really advertise, and yet the
night consistently draws
a crowd. Martin explains
that the business, which

is a side project for them both, ticks over through mailing lists and
word-of-mouth, although at one stage they invested hours and
hours in leaflets and flyers for the club. “And we got five extra
people,” says Darren. Point taken.
Jokers’ structure sticks to the familiar stand-up formula of the
Strong Opener, the Up-And-Coming Middle Act and the Closing
Headliner, with the energetic compere acting as the comedic glue
holding the night together. Tonight’s opener is George Egg, a kind
of alternative prop comic who literally carries a bag of tricks around
with him. His set is quirky and innovative. And tight – Egg knows
exactly what jokes are going to hit and when. It’s a master class of
comic timing and he goes down well.
Next up is Matt Rudge, a charming, less experienced comic from
Somerset mixing regional stereotyping with some very witty,
and occasionally dark, observational humour. Earlier Darren
had told me, “The thing about middle acts is they’re not making
much money, but they’re enthusiastic and because their window
is small they often have some very good material.” They also
seem the most unpredictable. “You do have the occasional one
bomb,” claims Martin. “80% of middles have been great, 10%
have been okay, and 10% are like, ‘I wouldn’t do stand-up,’” he
says. Thankfully, Rudge fits comfortably into the 80% and can look
forward to larger paydays ahead.
Headlining is Dan Quinn, a Canadian who shrewdly riffs upon his
thirty-something slacker image to great effect, and is mercilessly
self-deprecating in evaluation of his lifestyle choices and lack of
sexual prowess - examples of which cannot be printed in IP1. It’s an
amusing, often hilarious set and a strong way to end the evening.
Overall I’m impressed with the quality of the acts at Jokers,
although the night appears to be an exclusively professional affair.
I inquire about the possibility of mixing things up with unpaid
local comedians or open-mic sections on the bill at forthcoming
gigs. Martin and Darren admit to being in contact with one or two
local comics but that time is a problem when it comes to checking
standards before unleashing unknowns on-stage. And Martin is
not keen on the open-mic idea. “At the end of the day people are
paying good money, and we’re not out to have free comedians,”
he says, perhaps quashing my own stand-up career before it has
even begun.
Local talent or not, Jokers is a great evening. It’s excellent value
for money and a welcome regular alternative to the fleeting stars
that occasionally play the Regent theatre and mid-level names that
perform at the Corn Exchange. The only weak link tonight is the
compere, Ryan Gough. His material falls flat and he struggles to
successfully engage in any amusing exchanges with the audience
who are, admittedly, a pretty shy crowd.

Words: Andrew Tipp
Photography: Pshamek Bezdziecki
Design: Sarah King

“They’re very polite,” Martin tells me. “Almost too polite,” adds
Darren, hinting that their regular audience haven’t quite got into
heckling or even trading banter with the comic. With stand-up
comedy, it seems the scenesters of Ipswich are enthusiastic but still
very much like a young child working out what to do with its shiny
new toy. On tonight’s evidence I hope they get to share it with lots
of other kids.
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Are you looking for a new way to keep fit and have fun? Why not try one of DanceEast’s Dance
classes. From Adult Ballet to Egyptian Belly Dancing, there’s something for everyone.
Adult Ballet

Contemporary Technique

Classes: 6.00 - 7.15pm Mondays (Beginners)
7.15 - 8.45pm Mondays (Improvers)

Classes: 8.00 - 9.30pm Wednesdays

Keep fit and graceful in ballet classes for adults.

Yoga

Mike Linnett and Manon Palmieri teach gentle
Hatha yoga to keep the body supple and flexible.
Classes: 11.15 - 12.45pm Mondays
8.00 - 9.30pm Thursdays

Contemporary Dance

A fun and energising class for beginners,
focusing on technique and developing creative
skills.
Classes: 8.00 - 9.30pm Tuesdays

www.danceeast.co.uk

Jazz

An energetic and technical class danced to the
up-beat rhythms and styles characteristic of
jazz, based on Godiva’s experience working in
West End shows.
Classes: 6.30 - 7.45pm Thursdays

Egyptian Belly Dance

An enjoyable dance form offering a fun
workout to authentic music. Learn to move
your body with style, gaining fitness and
flexibility.

Pilates

Classes: 6.15 - 7.30pm Thursdays (Beginners)
7.45 - 9.00pm Thursdays (Improvers)

Classes: 6.30 - 7.45pm Tuesdays (Beginners)
8.00 - 9.15pm Tuesdays (Improvers)

All classes are at Northgate Arts Centre.
There is no need to book, just turn up
15 minutes before the class to register.

A gentle but effective form of overall exercise
offering a holistic approach to body conditioning
that improves strength, flexibility, joint mobility,
balance, co-ordination and postural alignment.
For more details call DanceEast on 01473 639230
Email info@danceeast.co.uk

Contemporary Technique class for improvers,
developing flexibility, strength and alignment.

Cost: £5/£4 concessions (drop-in class)

how he enjoys the control
over the larger audience. In a
90-minute performance he is
able to make eyes bulge and
jaws drop by exposing the fine
details of a person’s life, such
as their first kiss or the type of
car they own. Oh, and he can
also read minds – think of a
letter or number and somehow he’ll come up with it.

From our brief meeting Alex is
able to draw the same picture
as I have on the back of a concealed business card and also
tell that I have a scar on my left
knee, even though I am wearing trousers. This leaves me
craving more – I want Alex to
tell me everything he knows
about everyone, including myself. So, I decide to share him
and I invite him down to meet
the ever so sceptical IP1 team
to perform a mini-show for us.

Meeting Alex McAleer, is not
at all what I expect. There is
no long black cloak, no wand,
no rabbit, and no, he wasn’t
even schooled at Hogwarts –
although apparently everyone
asks. Too square for the magic circle, his contemporary
and cutting edge combination
of magic, psychology, misdirection and showmanship
will leave you anxious, paranoid and utterly entertained.

We meet in the sanctuary
of Cafe Nero so I can find
out a bit more about this
‘psychomagic that he dabbles
in. As soon as we sit, I fire a
torrent of questions: what,
why and how is it done? Is it a
gift, or merely trickery we can
all learn at home? My background knowledge is limited
to Derren Brown’s TV exploits,
and I’m curious to know more.

I discover that psychomagic,
in short, is basically peoplewatching – but to a much
deeper extent. From talking to
Alex, I learn that upon entering
a room of people he is able to
collate a library of individuals
to read from, to discover information that to the average
human eye is well concealed.

Following Alex’s arrival, our
usually non-enchanted office
more closely resembles an XFactor audition room hosting a
large panel of judges with an
appetite for being impressed.

Alex is a confident performer
and completely at ease with his
audience. His calm and witty
stage presence helps him dig
out snippets of our personal
information – his ability to reveal the name of our editor’s
first kiss leaves us stunned.
He can seemingly also control our bodies, leaving one
designer unable to lift his arm
after being told to think back to
a time when he felt really tired.

And it’s this kind of information
that Alex wants to bring out
and use to entertain and electrify an audience, whether it’s
an intimate encounter with a
group at a party or a live stage
show that he has prepared,
organised and promoted.

A few card tricks later (Sample trick: “Is this your card?”
Answer: “Yes”) we decide to
put Alex to the test with his
drawing duplication trick. This
time, instead of the relatively
simple car I had sketched before, I draw a duck. In a castle.

I ask more about his stage
act and Alex tells me

With such a random choice
of illustration, this is indeed a

challenge. However, Alex gives
it his best shot and manages to
distinguish the relevant shapes
with clarity. Quite impressive.
As this newly discovered
psycho-magician waves a
mystical hand goodbye, we’re
all left feeling fascinated and,
quite frankly, a little bit scared.
But Alex is a wonder to watch
and is sure to leave countless
audiences bewildered and
enthralled in equal measure
armed only with his mind. And
not a balloon animal in sight.
www.psychomagic.co.uk
Words: Jemma Clarry
Design: Emmanuel Ogundiran

a few years ago, when social

networking was new, being a band on
Myspace or a photographer on Flickr
could have given you the edge. But
now, with so many arctic Monkeys and
Rebekka wannabes out there, how can
you be sure your creative work is going
to get the online exposure you need?
So was born ShowOff, a brand-new,
one-of-a-kind, social and professional
networking resource available exclusively
through the IP1 website. It gives you the
focused attention you deserve with the
creative audience you want to capture,
and a fighting chance of actually being
‘discovered’. One of the best things
about ShowOff is that it is for local talent;
the users on there are creative people in
your area.
ShowOff provides you with your own page to upload your work,
comment boards and forums. Artists, illustrators, designers,
photographers, musicians, animators, filmmakers, creative writers
and journalists can all upload their work to the ShowOff. There
are, of course, other websites for creative people to upload their
favourite work to, but ShowOff is unique. It is specifically for young
people who live in the Suffolk area and provides a breeding ground
for local collaborative projects and artistic ventures. You even get
the chance to become a featured artist in IP1! Don’t take my word
for it, here’s what some existing ShowOffs have to say.
Jen, 21, Ipswich, Photographer
“I first spotted the ad for ShowOff while flicking through a copy of IP1
in The Swan, and as I generally use MySpace or Flickr as a way to
promote my work, I thought this would be a good way of increasing
exposure for my photography on a more focused and local level.
“Much of the work that I’m offered relates to word-of-mouth and
the ShowOff pages are a very useful networking tool - as well
as a good way to take a look at work that other local artists and
photographers are doing.”
lozz, 18, Felixstowe, Graphic Designer
“I signed up to ShowOff because I wanted to be part of the rapidly
growing creative community centered around Ipswich, and also
simply because I love to show-off! Who doesn’t? I believe that it is
a perfect forum to discuss artwork, music, film and creative writing

Louise Abbott

and lend advice between creative people too.
“Over time this will help to get my name ‘out there’ if it isn’t already,
and ShowOff gives me the chance to collaborate with other artists
signed up as well. The general navigation on the site is great; it’s
simple, easy and looks good.”
louise, 23, Ipswich, Illustrator
“I was browsing IP1’s website when I stumbled across ShowOff.
After having a good look at everyone’s work that caught my eye, it
suddenly crossed my mind that, shy as I may be, this was an easy
way to have a good show-off of my work!
“I think it’s a great idea because you are free to submit whatever
work you are confident with and feel proud of, yet there is no
project brief or theme which restricts what is acceptable for
submission. It’s also useful how comments can be left as I believe
all creative people can deal with comments, good or bad, as it all
helps work move forward.
“ShowOff is a good networking tool: I get to keep up with the work
of fellow artists who are also busy showing-off. The idea that
ShowOff could improve my own self-promotion is very satisfying.
Whilst I have been frantically contacting art directors and bustling

through London with my portfolio, it is incredibly reassuring to know there is a
place on the IP1 website where my work is quietly speaking for itself, and you
never know who may take an interest in it.”
ShowOff allows you to quickly find other creative people to team up with,
anything from starting a band to fashion designers needing photographers.
The important thing is that these people are in your area, which makes
ShowOff like nothing else. It’s an easy and accessible way to have your work
on a specialised website, but with complete creative freedom.
So, do you want to promote what you can do? Are you in need of a
photographer for a photo shoot, a guitarist for you band, a poet for your
anthology? If so, log on to the ShowOff at: www.ip1zine.com/ShowOff. It’s
live, online, and ready for you to sign up to and upload photos, illustrations,
writing, video and music. So, abandon your modesty and have fun
showing-off!

Words: Vikki Bates Design: Mark Nicholas

Lozz Berry

Lozz Berry

according to newspaper wisdom, I’m
officially a boomerang kid. like 64% of
graduates, in June I came home to decide
what to do now that my days of pyjamawearing and library hangovers were over.
Five months later I’m still here, back in
Ipswich and in a job I could have done
when I left school. If the reports are to be
believed, I’m a burden on my parents,
another failure of the higher education
system, and, in the subtext that runs
beneath all the lip-pursing, an unmotivated layabout. Terrified that this stop-gap
will stretch into years, until I’m a stubbly
slob on my parents’ sofa, the newspaper
caricature is proving distinctly unhelpful.
Of course, it’s not easy for our parents
when, three years after we’ve spread our
fragile wings and flown – or fled – the
nest, the student loan buoying us up runs
out and we drift back to their newly spare
room. But few of us return for the kick of
occupying the living room sofa. My parents
seemed glad to have me back, I didn’t have
to negotiate an aged aunt or home gym to
get into my room, and my mum’s cooking
is amazing. Yet even with the free dinners,
adjusting from independence back to the
role you played three years ago, and
finding something new in an Ipswich that
you thought you’d outgrown, is by no
means easy.
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To start with, there’s a litany of trivial things
that require patience and the counting to
ten rule. Dinner is at 6.30pm, come hell,
highwater or a late bus, not 9pm or
whenever you’ve finished the first bottle of
‘cooking’ wine. Stumbling in at 2am from
Furry causes comically raised eyebrows
over breakfast, not praise for my
considerate punctuality. Comparatively
neat as a student, now anything left on a
hard surface for more than five minutes
is another example of untidiness. Wanton
subjugation of younger siblings,
one of the chief delights of the
holidays, is strictly off limits.
Even outside this familial
bliss, Ipswich requires some
adjustments. Why has the
bus fare suddenly jumped
to £1.70? What happened
to the Cheesecake Shop?
Why does everyone over a
certain age wear beige?

colour caricature, is the sense of failure,
of passive regression, that accompanies
a return home. Officially we come back,
temporarily of course, because we have
failed to find a job, but the reality is that we
just don’t know what we want to do. After
18 years of education, each step prescribed
and guided, and despite the letters after my
name, I have less sense of vocation than
I did at seven, when all it took was a silly
white wig to sway me.

“Ipswich requires some
adjustments. Why has the
bus fare suddenly jumped
to £1.70? What happened
to the Cheesecake Shop?
Why does everyone over a
certain age wear beige?”

But all this sounds a bit too
much like a sulky boomerang
kid. OK, a lot too much like it.
Especially the buses and the
beige. The quibbles at home would
happen with the best of flatmates; it’s just
that 20 years of petty feuds make our
parents easier targets. What’s a lot harder,
and frequently neglected in the primary

Needing time to decide is hardly unusual,
but it leaves you in an uncomfortable position. Like Alice in Wonderland, I feel out of
place, elbows sticking out of frayed sleeves.

Answering the question ‘so, what are you
doing now?’ with ‘working in a call centre’
produces the same awkward silence and
apologies as if you’d just told someone your
grandma had died. We are supposed to
possess direction; not to do so is to fail,
and being back home only compounds the
problem.
Graduate jobs in Ipswich are scarce. Most
of us initially end up in call centres or stopgap temporary jobs, but there’s a constant
fear they will become permanent. In 2003,
one in five graduates were in non-graduate
level jobs three years after leaving university. A degree, particularly my non-vocational
English BA, is no longer a guarantee of a
job. It couldn’t even get me an entry level
marketing position here; I didn’t have the
experience.
Call me sentimental, but employment
aside, the most difficult thing is my growing
sense of not-belonging. Living here in limbo
with nowhere to move onto slowly erodes
my idealised memory of home and the
same goes for the town. I want to believe
that the Odeon, even Zest (well, almost) are
still open, but being here constantly proves
me wrong. I’m loath to borrow from Garden
State, but it has a point. Coming back
threatens to take away the magic of home,
and we’re left with ‘some place where you
can put your stuff’.

It’s not quite that bleak though. For three
years my relationship with my parents was
probably the best it had ever been, but it
was artificial, founded on mutual novelty
and relief. Now that I’m living here properly
again, without the usual marker of term
time, we’ve had to create a new
relationship based on me being a
permanent fixture at home. I can no longer
rely on my fleeting presence to stop rows
becoming grudges, and now I’ve got a job
here, they can’t wave the old rod of laziness
at me. More and more I can see the kind of
relationship developing between us that
we’ll have as we get older.
And Ipswich is no longer somewhere I
look forward to leaving at the end of every
holiday. Now, with more money than the tail
end of my student loan and a new set of
friends from work, I’m starting to appreciate
it on its own terms. Having an H&M here is
a godsend, places like the Orangery, Basso,
and old faithful Nero are new haunts,
whilst my group of friends are much closer
after going through the same frustrating
homecoming together. My friend Linds has
spent the summer developing an ‘intensive
survival strategy, based on cheap doubles
at the Golden Lion, weekly trips to Furry and
takeaways at the wonderful Fat Cat’. No
doctor would recommend it, and my newfound love of real ale won’t make me rich,
but the strategy seems to be working.

“Intensive survival strategy,
based on cheap doubles at
the Golden Lion, weekly trips
to Furry and takeaways at the
wonderful Fat Cat”

The problem is that
my optimistic list took
a long time to write.
Much as I want to love
my home town without
reserve, it won’t meet
me halfway; after
three years elsewhere,
I can now see its faults
with painful clarity.

Though Ipswich is improving, I don’t want to
be here in a year’s time, and now my gap
year friends are heading back, those Fat
Cat takeaways are going to be a lot quieter,
frustrations at home less easily dismissed.

“For all the
difficulties, being
boomerang kids
now might just stop
us being unhappy
later.”
Yet, as indecisive as it is, at least my soul is
still my own and not in the dubious hands
of a multinational: for all the difficulties,
being boomerang kids now might just stop
us being unhappy later. And we will have
an impressive knowledge of Suffolk beer.

Words: Fiona Roberts
Illustration: Alice Letman
Design: Sam Whitfield
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How and when did you guys form?

We formed around May 2006. Simon and
Tom were already in the band when we found
Stefan auditioning for a Christmas play. When
we became Dirty Shockwaves, our first gig was
around Christmas-time in 2006. That first gig
was terrible, but then again, every band’s first
gig is rubbish. We’ve had two other bassists,
but now we have Nathan, who is just a God on
bass. He really is.

You’re still at college; does this get in
the way of your music?

It does get in the way, but not a great deal. We
haven’t gigged as much because of it, but in
summer 2009, we’re going to go for it again.

What about being in other bands?

(Simon) I have a side project, but it doesn’t get in
the way of Dirty Shockwaves. There are a lot of
bands in Ipswich whose members are in more
than one band though, and it does create a lot
of clashes, whether it’s timetables or personality wise. We have a friend who is in two bands,
which are both gigging a lot now. We don’t
know how the band members feel about that.

What do you think about the Ipswich
music scene?

It’s really good at the moment. We’re actually
friends with a lot of really good local bands.
Ipswich could be doing better, but let’s face
it; Ipswich is never going to be London. There
should probably be more venues though. Our
favourite place to gig is The Steamboat, because
it always packs out.

Tell me about your writing process.

Usually Stefan writes a lot of music for the guitar,
so he records all his ideas then sends them to
the rest of the band and it goes from there. But
once, Nathan started doing this really nice bass
riff, Simon added some drums, and it became
a song. We all have quite different music tastes

which causes a lot of arguments – musically
though, because personality wise we’re too
similar! Usually our best songs are the ones
we write in five or six minutes, and the ones we
really concentrate on aren’t that good.
Our song Rainy Days was written really early on,
I remember that’s the first recording we actually
did, there’s a video of it. It’s really annoying,
because we’ve lost the password to that
YouTube account, and we can’t delete it.
Someone put it up on NME’s website, so now
when you type in “Dirty Shockwaves” it comes
up with that video. It’s a horrible video, although
it did get a lot of views and nice comments.

Do you have plans to make a demo
CD?

Yeah, we do. In the next few months, and we’re
going to be booking more gigs, and Simon has
some really good facilities for recording in his
room – it’s really cool – so we’re recording some
new songs and putting them on MySpace.

“usually our best songs are
the ones we write in five or
six minutes, and the ones we
really concentrate on aren’t
that good.”

Do you think sites like MySpace are
ruining the ‘old’ music industry?

It’s not just MySpace. It’s stuff like peer-to-peer
file sharing, and it’s come to the point where
people just have to live with it. People are going
to download music for free anyway, so why not
give it to them for free? But the problem with
giving stuff away for free is that people don’t
respect it as much. People can just use it as a
coaster or something. We like having only a
couple songs up for download, because that
way we can get people down to the gig to hear
the others.

Lastly, why should people listen to
you?

We play music for fun, rather than to just play
music. We just love gigging. We want crowds
to be energetic; we really hate it at a gig when
people just stand there. When we play, we
make sure we don’t use barriers. We tell the
crowd to come forward and dance. We all go to
gigs ourselves, so we know what we want and
give that to the people at our shows. We like
leaving a trail of sweaty bodies after a gig. We
don’t act like we’re better than the crowd. We
like to interact with them. When we finish
playing, we go and speak to everyone. Some
bands miss that bit out.
www.ip1zine.com/showoff/profile/142
www.myspace.com/dirtyshockwaves

So what do you guys think of MySpace
music?

It’s awesome. People can just click on and listen.
A lot of people know us via MySpace, I mean,
people do talk to each other, but usually people
just go to MySpace and check us out. We’ve
got quite a few people added now. A lot of big
bands can’t keep up with their MySpace, so they
get actual people to do it for them. We manage
our own MySpace, so when a fan comments,
it’s not like they get an auto comment, which is
totally meaningless.

Photography: Sophie Stokes
Design: Sam Whitfield
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BBC Suffolk introducing…
St. Nicholas Centre, Ipswich; October 11
We are gathered here together in the airy expanse of the St.
Nicholas Church to worship at the alter of indie rock, for tonight
BBC Suffolk aim to showcase local musical talent by gathering four
of the county’s most promising bands together under one roof, or
steeple.
First up is Vanilla Kick, a flavoursome trio scooped from Eye.
Though their initial flurries seem quite clinical with relentless rapid
bursts of machine gun-like drumming, when they slow things
down Vanilla Kick allow themselves to show a little more soul. This
makes for an engaging start to the evening as the group gradually
warm up the crowd with their ambient, introspective melodies and
dramatic percussion crescendos.
Second on the bill is the hugely talented James Severy at the
Circus-Circus, a wry and neurotic urban troubadour trading in
melancholic late night tales and regretful crusty-eyed morning
ruminations. Severy is generally considered a solo artist but tonight
he appears with a live band. Unfortunately their early set-list is
plagued by sound problems, with Severy’s emotive vocals and
wistful lyrics buried in mixing hell somewhere, and the bass absent
entirely. This is bad. The crowd start to lose interest. But thankfully
things improve and he succeeds in pulling them back from the
brink of indifference for his closing songs.
Penultimate band Cheeky Cheeky and the Nosebleeds take to the
stage like a gang of adolescents dosed up on too much sugar and
fizzy pop. And Speed. To say they raise the energy levels is something of an understatement. But they have the tunes to match, and
take the audience on a veritable adventure down a narrow, claustrophobic corridor of post-punk angst and conviction. Good stuff.
By the time headliners Rosalita rev up their indie pop engine, the
audience seems to have thinned somewhat. But these guys are a
huge draw for the remaining punters, as they are easily the most
well known band by miles from these here parts, with an appearance at V Festival and a smattering of support slots for established
acts under their belts. Rosalita specialise in art-rock that’s been
dipped in a deep vat of irony and wrapped in a blanket of cocksure
stage arrogance. It really works. They have four or five properly
good tunes and are tighter than something that’s really tight.
This gig was all about exposure. All these bands are really very
good in their own indie sub-genre and deserve the promotion.
Tonight’s crowd at St. Nicolas Church were a mixture of hardcore
fans and curious music buffs, so while for some tonight was about
preaching to the converted, I reckon others may well have found
something to believe in. AT
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recent London Mayoral Elections, a worthy
reason no doubt…but are the songs any
good? It certainly jangles itself off to a pretty
mediocre start. Not shirking responsibility
for supporting needy causes is all well and
good, but shirking the responsibility of coming up with a tune is a different matter. Little
People by Kunk finally delivers the goods; a
chorus, that most rare of commodities. But
the majority of this collection is extremely
drab. The saving grace is an outing from
local boys the Volunteers. It’s not enough
though; the balance of good songs vs.
rubbish songs just isn’t even close. Support
the cause, but spend your music money on
something else. JK
GBS Music
Let’s go to the Arctic Ocean
Stylistically, this collection of tracks from GBS
Music is influenced a little too much by what’s
annoying about modern indie, from the
mundane realism of the lyrics a la Kate Nash,
right down to an inadvisable encounter with
retro Game Boy noises. Still, putting tiresome
fashions for things that go bleep aside, GBS
Music has a genuine songwriting ability; it
shines through the transparencies of a genre
that’s long forgotten why it even exists. Tracks
Mayhem and We’ll Get There in the End both
have an understated charm and good memorable tunes. There is a naivety to all the songs
on Let’s go to the Arctic Ocean that other
artists spend their careers trying to affect. JK

www.repeatfanzine.co.uk
Lovin’ It Promotions

www.ip1zine.com/showoff/profile/87
The Swan, Ipswich; September 25

Keep Britain Tidy
A Public Service Announcement with Guitars
R*E*P*E*A*T Records
This compilation put together by R*E*P*E*A*T
Records, is essentially a conglomerate of indie
bands joining hands, uniting their efforts, tying
their Converse laces together if you will, in an
effort to support the Love Music Hate Racism
campaign. They have taken their inspiration
from the shocking number of BNP votes in the

It’s rare for a one-man-and-his-guitar
act to sound good. Most come across
painfully, conveying the disquiet of an
adolescence spent festering in a bedroom that they should have moved out
of years ago. So, when a good one
does appear on the bill, it’s genuinely
a pleasant surprise. When two appear, it’s a miracle! Lovin’ It Promotions’ free-entry gig at The Swan
divinely intervened on the Ipswich
music scene on September 25
to achieve such a feat: Randall
Stevens, first on, was outstanding - tender vocals, powerful songwriting, captivating
performance. Headliner Jake
Morley, however, somehow
completely overshadowed
him.
I pledged that night to
write in this review that
Jake Morley
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would become a star, and I just did. Stevens
deserves to achieve critical acclaim by his
own merits (albeit for one song only, Lovin’
Kind, which has as good a pop sensibility as
Great White’s song by the same name), but
his association with his chum Morley won’t
do him any harm at all, for truly, Morley is the
most talented one-man-and-his-guitar act
I’ve seen play live in Ipswich for a very long
time. HF

cricket, a history of hip hop and porn; all in 30
minutes. He’s funny and he has a sensitive
side too, Why can’t there be more kissing in
porn?’
The problem with the evening is not the act,
but value for money. Although Whatever
Bookings should be raptuously applauded for
bringing something different and memorable
to Ipswich, Mr. B is the only performer on the
bill and at £5 for half an hour’s entertainment, the price is a bit steep. Hopefully his
promoters will learn for next time because
at the very least the audience deserve more
than one bang for their buck. LK

underground hip hop and showcase it alongside the best Ipswich has to offer. And now
here’s the same deal on your CD player.
The standard is blistering, with standout
tracks Next Generation by Sonny Jim, Rap
Game by Reain and the infectious soul rap
One of Them Days remix by Conspicuous the
Coroner all proving that P. Found have great
taste in music. Just as vital, however, are
tracks from local boys Truth and Vinyl Dialect,
which pack as much punch as any of them.
The production’s patchy in places but that’s
a minor fault considering these guys are
single-handedly putting Ipswich hip hop on
the map. JK
www.pfoundmusic.co.uk

Whatever Bookings presents…Chap-Hop,
Mr. B the Gentleman Rhymer
The Blue Room, Ipswich; September 27
Mr. B is a rapper-cum-English gent. On stage
is his high-backed armchair, granddad slippers, pipe and oh yes, his iPod and decks.
The idea of piss-take, posh rap is slightly contrived and Mr. B is certainly a one trick pony,
but it’s a tight and very well executed trick
– and he has no problem keeping me under
his spell for his sweet but short set.
Mr. B is topical. He keeps the audience happy
by talking about celebrities taking class A’s,

P. Found Music Presents
Rapsploitation sessions Mix CD
Following the recent Rapsploitation live
shows, comes this new compilation CD,
mixed by resident DJ/ Ipswich hip hop aficionado Jimmy Green and hosted by award
winning MC Truth. If you missed out first time
round, the idea was to bring the best of UK

Got something for us to review?

Send your work to:
Leah Kurta, 1 Cornhill, Ipswich, IP1 1DD
or email leah@ip1zine.com
or upload it at ip1zine.com/showoff
Illustration: Matt Farrar
Design: Chris Plowman
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